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Costa Rica is an eco-travel paradise! From pristine beaches and jungle waterfalls to high-
altitude coffee farms, Costa Rica: The Complete Guide puts the best of Costa Rica at your
fingertips.Over 130 five-star reviews for previous editions!Blending detailed travel tips with
beautiful photography, this guidebook offers much more than just restaurant and hotel reviews.
Fascinating chapters explore Costa Rica's unique history, culture, food, ecology and wildlife. Top
10 Ways to Avoid a Cultural Misunderstanding helps visitors avoid common and potentially
embarrassing mistakes.Discover what makes Costa Rica one of the world's most amazing
destinations. Soar above the cloud forest on a zipline at Monteverde. Spend the night at a deluxe
ecolodge next to Arenal Volcano. Soak in the tropical beauty of Costa Rica's world-class
beaches at Manuel Antonio National Park. Watch sea turtles lay their eggs at Tortuguero. Plan
the perfect Costa Rican vacation!Filled with insider tips to save you time and moneyOver 300
beautiful color photosOver 30 detailed mapsFascinating chapters on History, Culture and
FoodInformative guide to Wildlife and Ecology1% of profits are donated to environmental
organizations working to preserve Costa Rica's biodiversity for future generationsPrinted on
sustainable FSC paper

"Hands down, these are the best travel guidebooks I've ever read."Wandering Educators--This
text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJames Kaiser is an award-winning author
and photographer whose work has appeared on the cover of National Geographic. He has sold
over 200,000 guidebooks to some of America's most popular national parks, including Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Joshua Tree, Zion, and Acadia. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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& Photographed by James KaiserThis book would not have been possible without the help of
many generous people, among them David Boddiger, Steve Mack, Beto Font, Isabella Cota,
Alex Leff, Bryan Beasley, Jessica Webb, Stacey Auch, Matt Levin, Clayton Norman, Ben
Heneveld, Eli Carmichael, Scott Braman, Adam Preskill, Chip Braman, Barb Braman, Jim
Thompson, Adrian Bonilla, Iraci Gaspar, Greg Loehmann, Kevin Castelo, Gibbs Henderson, Jay
Tatum, Ryan Johnston, Kelly Born, John Silkey and Jenn Grinels. Special thanks to all of my
Spanish teachers, particularly Yami, Pablo and Alejandra. Special thanks to Catherine Zusky
and Polly Kaiser for their impressive editing skills, and a very special thanks to Andrea Rincón, a



guardian angel without whom this book would not have been possible. As always, special thanks
to all of my family and friends, who have always supported me, even when they shouldn’t
have.Notice a Change? Although all information in this guide has been exhaustively researched,
names, phone numbers and other details do change. If you encounter a change or mistake while
using this guide, please send an email to changes@jameskaiser.com. Your input will help make
future editions of this guide even better!Legal Disclaimer: Although every attempt has been
made to ensure the accuracy of information contained within this guide, the author and publisher
do not assume and disclaim any liability to any party for any loss or damage caused by errors or
omissions. Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy
and completeness are not guaranteed. All maps in this guide are based on data believed to be
reliable, but serious hikers should supplement their outings with detailed hiking maps. If the
rigors and threats of nature are in any way beyond your capabilities, do not attempt any activity
in this guide. Many photos in this book depict people in precarious situations. Do not assume
that any situations depicted in this book are safe in any way.Congratulations!If you’ve purchased
this book, you’re going to Costa Rica. Perhaps you’re already here. If so, you’re in one of the
most extraordinary places on earth—a tropical paradise overflowing with natural beauty and
outdoor adventures. A country that covers less than 0.03% of earth’s surface area yet contains
5% of earth’s total biodiversity. A country that abolished its army and is one of the most
prosperous and developed societies in Latin America.So who am I, and why should you listen to
me? My name is James Kaiser, and I first visited Costa Rica in 2006. I immediately fell in love
with the gorgeous scenery and friendly people. Having just written a series of guidebooks to U.S.
National Parks, I was looking for a new adventure. So after returning home I sold my
possessions, packed my bags and hopped a one-way flight to Costa Rica.This book is the
culmination of years of research and exploration. I’ve logged countless kilometers seeking out
Costa Rica’s best beaches, best adventures and best national parks. Along the way I learned
Spanish, befriended dozens of locals and immersed myself in the culture. In this book I share my
experiences—both good and bad—to help you plan the ultimate Costa Rican vacation. I’ve also
included extensive background information about Costa Rica’s history, culture and wildlife to
help you better understand this remarkable country.Although physically small, Costa Rica is
home to an astonishing variety of landscapes. In a matter of hours, you can drive from a coastal
jungle filled with monkeys to a chilly mountain ecolodge where clouds drift through the trees.
There are coffee farms, active volcanoes and incredible waterfalls. There are white sand
beaches home to world-class surf breaks and black sand beaches where nesting sea turtles
gather by the thousands. And no matter where you go in Costa Rica, the wildlife is off the
charts.You could easily spend a year exploring Costa Rica and not run out of things to do. But if
you’re like most people, you’ve only got a week or two. Make that time count! To get the most out
of your vacation, you’ve got to plan your trip wisely. This guidebook puts the best of Costa Rica
at your fingertips, helping you maximize your time for an unforgettable vacation.Now let me show
you the best that Costa Rica has to offer!Subscribe to my photo-filledAnd follow my adventures



on:IntroductionCosta Rica is a tiny country with big attributes: the most peaceful country in
Central America, the most democratic country in Latin America and one of the most biodiverse
places on earth. The country’s name, “Rich Coast,” was given by early Spanish explorers who
assumed Costa Rica was filled with gold. In reality there was little gold to be found, but the
country is home to something even more precious: stunning natural beauty.Located just north of
Panama and just south of Nicaragua, Costa Rica occupies one of nature’s most incredible
pieces of real estate. Like the rest of Central America, Costa Rica is sandwiched between two
continents and two oceans, attracting an amazing diversity of plants and animals from each
ecosystem. But even within Central America, Costa Rica’s biodiversity is impressive. Its Pacific
Coast is the transition zone between the tropical dry forests of the north and the tropical
rainforests of the south. Meanwhile a string of mountains runs through the center of the country,
sheltering cool cloud forests and freezing páramos.This varied geography supports an
astonishing range of flora and fauna. All told, Costa Rica is home to roughly 5% of the world’s
biodiversity, including nearly 8% of the world’s bird species, 10% of the world’s butterfly species,
10% of the world’s bat species and 20% of the world’s hummingbird species. Even more
impressive, all this natural wonder is packed into a country just 300 km (186 miles) long by 120
km (75 miles) wide, about half the size of Ohio. No other area of comparable size in the Western
Hemisphere contains so much biodiversity.The people of Costa Rica, who call themselves
“Ticos,” are the proud stewards of this natural heritage. In contrast to the rest of Central America,
which suffered a series of ruthless dictators and bloody civil wars throughout the 20th century,
Costa Rica is a stable democracy that abolished its army in 1949 and invested in its people.
Today its citizens are among the most educated and prosperous in Latin America. They are also
among the most environmentally conscious. Ticos have set aside over 25% of their country as
national parks or preserves, and ecotourism is a major part of the economy. As such, Costa Rica
has become a powerful role model for other developing countries, demonstrating that
environmentalism and economic growth can go hand in hand.Not surprisingly, Costa Rica’s
unique combination of peace, stability, natural beauty and environmentalism lures travelers from
around the world. Visitors are treated to gorgeous beaches, lush rainforests, active volcanoes
and world-class wildlife. And because foreigners have been visiting for decades, Costa Rica is
incredibly user-friendly. English is widely spoken, hotels and restaurants are up to international
standards, and getting around is easy. You don’t have to be Tarzan to enjoy Costa Rica’s jungles,
which is what makes it one of the world’s most popular eco-destintions.The Old HighlightsThese
are the original destinations that made Costa Rica famous. They are beautiful, fascinating and,
these days, often crowded. Though charming and quaint 30 years ago, today they can all be
considered “touristy,” home to all-inclusive hotels and a steady stream of package tourists. This
is not to say you should avoid them. I still enjoy visiting all of these places. I just don’t go
expecting peace, quiet and bargain prices—especially during peak season.ArenalManuel
AntonioMonteverdeTamarindoTortugueroThe New HighlightsThough hardly new, these up and
coming destinations remain just a bit off the beaten path, providing the best of “classic” Costa



Rica: rustic natural beauty, light development and limited crowds. If you’re planning on visiting
one or two of the Old Highlights, consider visiting at least one of the New Highlights to round out
the flavor of your trip.Drake BayNosaraPuerto ViejoRío CelesteSanta TeresaUvitaBest of Costa
RicaBest BeachesNosaraManuel AntonioPlaya ConchalPlaya FlamingoTamarindoPunta
UvaSanta TeresaCahuitaUvitaBest Uncrowded BeachesCahuitaManzanilloPlaya CarrilloPlaya
GrandePlaya MatapaloUvitaBest Wildlife DestinationsCararaCorcovadoGandoca-
ManzanilloMonteverdeSarapiquíTortugueroBest WaterfallsLa FortunaLa PazLlanos de
CortésMontezumaNauyacaRío CelesteBest Seaside Villages

Congratulations!If you’ve purchased this book, you’re going to Costa Rica. Perhaps you’re
already here. If so, you’re in one of the most extraordinary places on earth—a tropical paradise
overflowing with natural beauty and outdoor adventures. A country that covers less than 0.03%
of earth’s surface area yet contains 5% of earth’s total biodiversity. A country that abolished its
army and is one of the most prosperous and developed societies in Latin America.So who am I,
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2006. I immediately fell in love with the gorgeous scenery and friendly people. Having just written
a series of guidebooks to U.S. National Parks, I was looking for a new adventure. So after
returning home I sold my possessions, packed my bags and hopped a one-way flight to Costa
Rica.This book is the culmination of years of research and exploration. I’ve logged countless
kilometers seeking out Costa Rica’s best beaches, best adventures and best national parks.
Along the way I learned Spanish, befriended dozens of locals and immersed myself in the
culture. In this book I share my experiences—both good and bad—to help you plan the ultimate
Costa Rican vacation. I’ve also included extensive background information about Costa Rica’s
history, culture and wildlife to help you better understand this remarkable country.Although
physically small, Costa Rica is home to an astonishing variety of landscapes. In a matter of
hours, you can drive from a coastal jungle filled with monkeys to a chilly mountain ecolodge
where clouds drift through the trees. There are coffee farms, active volcanoes and incredible
waterfalls. There are white sand beaches home to world-class surf breaks and black sand
beaches where nesting sea turtles gather by the thousands. And no matter where you go in
Costa Rica, the wildlife is off the charts.You could easily spend a year exploring Costa Rica and
not run out of things to do. But if you’re like most people, you’ve only got a week or two. Make
that time count! To get the most out of your vacation, you’ve got to plan your trip wisely. This
guidebook puts the best of Costa Rica at your fingertips, helping you maximize your time for an
unforgettable vacation.Now let me show you the best that Costa Rica has to offer!Subscribe to
my photo-filledAnd follow my adventures on:IntroductionCosta Rica is a tiny country with big
attributes: the most peaceful country in Central America, the most democratic country in Latin
America and one of the most biodiverse places on earth. The country’s name, “Rich Coast,” was
given by early Spanish explorers who assumed Costa Rica was filled with gold. In reality there
was little gold to be found, but the country is home to something even more precious: stunning



natural beauty.Located just north of Panama and just south of Nicaragua, Costa Rica occupies
one of nature’s most incredible pieces of real estate. Like the rest of Central America, Costa Rica
is sandwiched between two continents and two oceans, attracting an amazing diversity of plants
and animals from each ecosystem. But even within Central America, Costa Rica’s biodiversity is
impressive. Its Pacific Coast is the transition zone between the tropical dry forests of the north
and the tropical rainforests of the south. Meanwhile a string of mountains runs through the center
of the country, sheltering cool cloud forests and freezing páramos.This varied geography
supports an astonishing range of flora and fauna. All told, Costa Rica is home to roughly 5% of
the world’s biodiversity, including nearly 8% of the world’s bird species, 10% of the world’s
butterfly species, 10% of the world’s bat species and 20% of the world’s hummingbird species.
Even more impressive, all this natural wonder is packed into a country just 300 km (186 miles)
long by 120 km (75 miles) wide, about half the size of Ohio. No other area of comparable size in
the Western Hemisphere contains so much biodiversity.The people of Costa Rica, who call
themselves “Ticos,” are the proud stewards of this natural heritage. In contrast to the rest of
Central America, which suffered a series of ruthless dictators and bloody civil wars throughout
the 20th century, Costa Rica is a stable democracy that abolished its army in 1949 and invested
in its people. Today its citizens are among the most educated and prosperous in Latin America.
They are also among the most environmentally conscious. Ticos have set aside over 25% of
their country as national parks or preserves, and ecotourism is a major part of the economy. As
such, Costa Rica has become a powerful role model for other developing countries,
demonstrating that environmentalism and economic growth can go hand in hand.Not
surprisingly, Costa Rica’s unique combination of peace, stability, natural beauty and
environmentalism lures travelers from around the world. Visitors are treated to gorgeous
beaches, lush rainforests, active volcanoes and world-class wildlife. And because foreigners
have been visiting for decades, Costa Rica is incredibly user-friendly. English is widely spoken,
hotels and restaurants are up to international standards, and getting around is easy. You don’t
have to be Tarzan to enjoy Costa Rica’s jungles, which is what makes it one of the world’s most
popular eco-destintions.The Old HighlightsThese are the original destinations that made Costa
Rica famous. They are beautiful, fascinating and, these days, often crowded. Though charming
and quaint 30 years ago, today they can all be considered “touristy,” home to all-inclusive hotels
and a steady stream of package tourists. This is not to say you should avoid them. I still enjoy
visiting all of these places. I just don’t go expecting peace, quiet and bargain prices—especially
during peak season.ArenalManuel AntonioMonteverdeTamarindoTortugueroThe New
HighlightsThough hardly new, these up and coming destinations remain just a bit off the beaten
path, providing the best of “classic” Costa Rica: rustic natural beauty, light development and
limited crowds. If you’re planning on visiting one or two of the Old Highlights, consider visiting at
least one of the New Highlights to round out the flavor of your trip.Drake BayNosaraPuerto
ViejoRío CelesteSanta TeresaUvitaBest of Costa RicaBest BeachesNosaraManuel
AntonioPlaya ConchalPlaya FlamingoTamarindoPunta UvaSanta TeresaCahuitaUvitaBest



Uncrowded BeachesCahuitaManzanilloPlaya CarrilloPlaya GrandePlaya MatapaloUvitaBest
Wildlife DestinationsCararaCorcovadoGandoca-
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history, culture and wildlife to help you better understand this remarkable country.Although
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where clouds drift through the trees. There are coffee farms, active volcanoes and incredible
waterfalls. There are white sand beaches home to world-class surf breaks and black sand
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not run out of things to do. But if you’re like most people, you’ve only got a week or two. Make
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given by early Spanish explorers who assumed Costa Rica was filled with gold. In reality there
was little gold to be found, but the country is home to something even more precious: stunning
natural beauty.Located just north of Panama and just south of Nicaragua, Costa Rica occupies
one of nature’s most incredible pieces of real estate. Like the rest of Central America, Costa Rica
is sandwiched between two continents and two oceans, attracting an amazing diversity of plants
and animals from each ecosystem. But even within Central America, Costa Rica’s biodiversity is



impressive. Its Pacific Coast is the transition zone between the tropical dry forests of the north
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in its people. Today its citizens are among the most educated and prosperous in Latin America.
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beaches, lush rainforests, active volcanoes and world-class wildlife. And because foreigners
have been visiting for decades, Costa Rica is incredibly user-friendly. English is widely spoken,
hotels and restaurants are up to international standards, and getting around is easy. You don’t
have to be Tarzan to enjoy Costa Rica’s jungles, which is what makes it one of the world’s most
popular eco-destintions.The Old HighlightsThese are the original destinations that made Costa
Rica famous. They are beautiful, fascinating and, these days, often crowded. Though charming
and quaint 30 years ago, today they can all be considered “touristy,” home to all-inclusive hotels
and a steady stream of package tourists. This is not to say you should avoid them. I still enjoy
visiting all of these places. I just don’t go expecting peace, quiet and bargain prices—especially
during peak season.ArenalManuel AntonioMonteverdeTamarindoTortugueroThe New
HighlightsThough hardly new, these up and coming destinations remain just a bit off the beaten
path, providing the best of “classic” Costa Rica: rustic natural beauty, light development and
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BayManzanilloMontezumaPuerto JiménezTortugueroBest Mountain DestinationsChirripóSan
Gerardo de DotaMonteverdeBasic InfoGetting to Costa RicaBy PlaneThere are two international
airports in Costa Rica: Juan Santamaría Airport (SJO) in Alajuela, just outside San José, and
Daniel Oduber Airport (LIR) in Liberia, in northwest Costa Rica. Most visitors fly into Juan
Santamaría Airport, which is located in the center of the country. If you’re planning on spending
most of your time on the Nicoya Peninsula or in the Northern Mountains, you’ll want to fly into
Daniel Oduber Airport. Both airports are roughly six hours from Los Angeles, five hours from
New York City, four hours from Houston and three hours from Miami.Passport & VisasAll
international visitors to Costa Rica must present a valid passport that will not expire within 90
days. At the immigration booth, visitors from North America, Europe and Japan are granted a
visa for up to 90 days. At the end of the 90 day period, you must leave Costa Rica for at least
three full days, at which point you can return for another 90 days. In Costa Rica all foreign visitors
are required to carry their passport or a photocopy of their passport (including the visa stamp) at
all times. This is especially important if you’re driving. As soon as you arrive at your hotel, make a
photocopy of your passport and leave your actual passport in the hotel safe. If your passport is
stolen while you’re in Costa Rica, you’ll need to contact your country’s embassy in San José.
The U.S. embassy (Tel: 2519-2000) is located in Pavas, 2 kilometers northwest of Parque
Sabana on road 104.Disease and VaccinationsCompared to many tropical countries, Costa
Rica is remarkably disease-free. You don’t need any vaccinations if you arrive from North
America or Europe. (Yellow fever vaccination cards are required if you arrive from Bolivia, Brazil,
Colombia, Ecuador or Peru). Outbreaks of dengue, spread by mosquitoes, occasionally flare up
in Limón, Puntarenas and Liberia, but they are not common. Malaria, also spread by
mosquitoes, exists only in the most remote areas in the coastal lowlands. The best prevention is
strong insect repellent. Far more common is the occasional stomach bug, which is easily treated
with antibiotics from a local pharmacy. For the latest Costa Rica health alerts, visit the Center for
Disease Control website ().Note: the much-publicized zika virus is currently of minimal concern
in Costa Rica. After the initial outbreak, people in affected areas quickly developed immunity,
limiting its spread. The best prevention is plenty of insect repellent with DEET when visiting
mosquito-prone areas.Money & CurrencyCosta Rican ColonesCosta Rica’s currency is called
the colón (koh-LONE), which is Spanish for Columbus (as in Christopher Columbus). The plural
is colones (Koh-LONE-Ehs), and the currency symbol is  . As of this writing, the exchange rate
is around 550 colones to the dollar, so a  10,000 bill is worth about $18. But currency rates can
fluctuate wildly. Check the exchange rate online before you depart.Costa Rican coins range from
5 to 500 colones. Costa Rican bills are plastic or paper and come in a rainbow of colors. The
artwork is a mix of famous politicians and wildlife. Ticos love nicknames, and they’ve given
nicknames to many of their bills, such as un rojo (“a red”) for the red  1,000 bill.DollarsDollars
are widely accepted, especially in tourist areas. In fact, most hotels and many restaurants list
their prices in dollars. Whenever dollars and colones are accepted, watch out for the “Exchange
Rate Swindle.” If something is priced in colónes and you pay in dollars, or vice versa, you will



often pay an excessive conversion fee. Carry a mix of dollars and colónes, or, better yet, pay by
credit card.Credit CardsCredit cards give you the best exchange rate, which is calculated
automatically by the credit card company using daily rates. Credit cards are widely accepted,
especially at high end and mid-range establishments. Further down the price chain, you’ll
encounter more cash-only situations, and in really remote areas cash-only is often the only way
to go.Important note: Many credit card companies charge a 3% “International Transaction Fee”
on foreign purchases. This adds up quick, so check your credit card’s terms. I use Capital One,
which doesn’t charge International Transaction Fees on any of their cards.ATMsATMs are
common in all but the most remote villages. They offer the best exchange rate, so they’re the
best way to take out colónes. ATMs are called cajeros (“Kah-HARE-Ohs”), and some dispense
dollars as well as colones.Airport Currency Exchange BoothsLook at the large currency
exchange booths that command your attention with giant flashing screens. Then ask yourself
how these businesses can afford such expensive retail space. For the best exchange rate, use
the ATM. At Juan Santamaría Airport, it’s tucked away in a dark corner near baggage claim
2.Travelers ChecksDon’t even bother. Nobody accepts them anymore.Weather & ClimateIn
Costa Rica there are only two seasons: dry and rainy. In most of the country dry season lasts
from December to April and rainy season lasts from May to November. Dry season is called
verano (“summer”) and rainy season is called invierno (“winter”)—a situation that leads to much
confusion among visitors from northern latitudes, where the “summer” and “winter” months are
reversed.Within Costa Rica, however, there is significant variation in the length and intensity of
the seasons. In the North Pacific, the driest part of Costa Rica, the dry season can last six
months (November to May) and average annual rainfall is 1.7 meters (5.6 feet). In the South
Pacific, one of the rainiest places in Costa Rica, the dry season lasts just three months (January
to March) and average annual rainfall is 5 meters (16.5 feet). The Caribbean coast, meanwhile,
has no clearly defined dry season, and average annual rainfall is 3.5 meters (11.5
feet).Seasonal weather patterns are due to annual fluctuations in the strength of the trade winds
that blow across Costa Rica. During much of the dry season, trade winds (called alisios) arrive
from the northeast, bringing moist air from the Caribbean that dumps regular rain on Costa
Rica’s east coast. As this moist air blows up the tall mountains that separate the Caribbean from
the rest of the country, it cools and condenses, dumping even more rain on the mountains’
Caribbean slope. By the time the air crosses the mountains and descends the Pacific slope,
much of the moisture has been wrung out, creating a dry “rain shadow.” As dry air blows across
Costa Rica’s Pacific coast, it blocks moist air that would otherwise arrive from the Pacific. One
major exception is the southern Pacific, where the tall Talamanca Mountains create a wind
vortex that scoops in moist air from the Pacific that results in more rain.During Costa Rican
winter, the northeast trade winds diminish and moist air arrives from the Pacific, bringing rain to
much of Costa Rica. In the depths of the rainy season—September and October—the rain
shadow effect is reversed and the Caribbean coast becomes the sunniest, driest part of Costa
Rica.Not surprisingly, Ticos have many different words for lluvia (“rain”). An aguacero is a



tropical downpour that features intense bursts of heavy rain. Temporales are prolonged periods
of rain during rainy season. And pelo de gato (“cat’s hair”) refers to fine misty rain often
encountered in the mountains.Because Costa Rica is located just 10 degrees north of the
equator, temperatures change little throughout the year. In most places, temperatures change
more throughout the day than they do throughout the year. Within Costa Rica, however,
temperatures vary significantly with elevation. Along the coast temperatures average between
25–34˚C (77–93˚F). At mid-level elevations temperatures average between 17–26˚C (63–79˚F).
And at the highest elevations temperatures average between 5–10˚C (41-50˚F). Chirripó, Costa
Rica’s highest peak at 3,819 meters (12,526 feet), experiences freezing temperatures as well as
the occasional light snowfall.When to VisitDec–April: Dry SeasonThis is both dry season and
peak tourist season. The busiest weeks are Christmas and Easter when many hotels charge
“peak season” prices and reservations must be made far in advance. December–February is
coffee picking season, making it a great time to take a coffee tour, while January–March are the
best months to visit the South Pacific, which experiences a longer rainy season (and a rainier
dry season) than the rest of the Pacific coast. By contrast, the Nicoya Peninsula in the northern
Pacific can experience months without a single drop of rain. The downside: the final months of
the dry season can be brutally dry on the Nicoya Peninsula, with leafless trees and roads so
dusty that motorcycle riders resort to wearing ski goggles and covering their mouths with
bandanas. Over on the Caribbean coast, which is rainy year-round, February and March are
relatively drier months.May: The Most Underrated MonthThe rainy season officially starts in May,
and low-season rates kick in for most hotels. But here’s a secret: early May really isn’t that rainy,
so you’ll most likely enjoy many sunny days with only a handful of afternoon showers. May is
also the month between gringos escaping winter and gringos on school break, which means
limited crowds just about everywhere. In short, you can enjoy some of Costa Rica’s most popular
destinations with fewer crowds and lower prices.June–August: Rainy SeasonBy June rainy
season has officially kicked in everywhere, which means clear, sunny mornings followed by rain
showers in the late afternoon. If you’re looking for beach time, this is a great time to visit the
Nicoya Peninsula, which is drier than the Central Pacific and much drier than the South Pacific.
That said, you could always get lucky and hit a handful of consecutive sunny days with no rain.
Veranillo (“little summer”) is a weather phenomenon that usually offers 1-2 weeks of sunshine
around mid- to late-July.Sept–Nov: Really Rainy Season (Except for the Caribbean)September
and October are the depths of the rainy season, with October serving nearly continuous
showers. The beginning of November is often still rainy, but by late-November skies start to clear
and the transition to dry season begins. (In the relatively drier Northern Pacific, dry season often
starts in early November.) There is, however, an important exception to these depressingly rainy
months: the Caribbean coast, where September and October are the best months to visit.
Although the Caribbean is normally the rainiest part of Costa Rica, September and October offer
sunny days, calm seas, egg-laying sea turtles and (best of all) low season prices!Getting Around
Costa RicaBy PlaneTwo local charter services, Nature Air (2299-6000, ) and Sansa



(2290-4100, ), offer regional flights between over a dozen popular destinations in Costa Rica.
Prices generally range from $70 to $150 one-way, depending on the route and the time of year.
This is usually the priciest way to get around, but cheap promos are sometimes available. It’s
always worth checking their websites. That said, most flights within Costa Rica are less than 45
minutes, and for some remote destinations (Tortuguero, Drake Bay, Puerto Jiménez) a flight will
spare you an all-day trip on bumpy roads. In addition, the view from the air is spectacular.By
CarUnless you’re planning on driving in downtown San José, just about anyone can handle
driving in Costa Rica. The roads are filled with potholes and the drivers are often crazy (see
right), but having your own car means complete travel freedom. You can explore remote
beaches, beautiful waterfalls and great restaurants that most tourists miss. There are, however, a
few places where having a car is actually more of a hassle, which I mention in the “Getting
Around” section of each destination. Car rental prices generally range from $60–120 per day
including taxes and fees. A valid driver’s license from your home country is all you need to drive
in Costa Rica.In Costa Rica the streets have no names, but in the early 2000s a private
company, NavSat (), mapped out nearly every road in the country for GPS devices. The real
game changer, however, was Waze, a free GPS navigation smartphone app that took Costa
Rica by storm in the early 2010s. If you rent a car in Costa Rica, use GPS or Waze. They are like
gifts from the gods that allow you to confidently navigate even the most remote locations. If you
don’t use GPS or Waze, you will almost certainly get lost. Car rental companies offer GPS for
around $10 per day. If you have your own GPS device, you can download the map data from the
NavSat website. I prefer Waze, but you’ll need an unlocked smartphone and a Costa Rican SIM
card.The government controls the price of gasoline in Costa Rica, so all gas stations, called
bombas (“pumps”), sell gas at the same price. As of this writing the price of gas was about $1.50
per liter ($5.70 per gallon). In Costa Rica there are three types of gas: regular unleaded, super
unleaded and diesel.Important note: Rental cars are often targets of theft when left unattended.
Never leave anything unattended in your car, and make sure you know exactly how to lock your
car. Some rental cars have an unusual locking procedure that requires holding up the handle as
you close the door.Finally, if you are pulled over by the police while driving, remember that fines
are paid at banks, never directly to police officers.Driving in Costa RicaForget every cultural
stereotype you’ve heard about Ticos: polite, laid-back, conflict-averse. When it comes to driving,
many Ticos are aggressive, rude and dangerous. Excessive tailgating, passing on blind curves
and passing on the shoulder of the road are just some of the moves you can expect to
encounter. Much of this has to do with machismo—the vast majority of bad drivers are men—but
there’s also a shocking lack of driver’s education. Many Ticos have the attitude that if you can
afford a car, you can drive it. Period. A handful of bills is all it takes to get a driver’s license at
many government offices. Add the attitude of most police officers, who view reckless driving as
perfectly normal, and things can get loco.What can you do? Sharpen your defensive driving
skills. Expect to encounter aggressive drivers and respond accordingly. If someone tries to pass
you on a blind curve, slow down and let them pass. If you see someone trying to pass ahead of



you, slow down and give them room. Aggressive driving is simply part of the culture. Honking
your horn or flashing dirty looks won’t accomplish anything—other than confirming your status
as an uptight foreigner.Crazy drivers aside, driving in Costa Rica is relatively straightforward in
much of the country, especially the rural areas that most tourists visit. There is, however, one
important exception: San José. Costa Rica’s capital and biggest city is a mess. The city has
grown with virtually no planning, and driving conditions reflect that. Downtown San José is a
confusing maze of unmarked one-way streets, clogged intersections and frequent accidents. To
remedy the driving problems in San José, the government has undertaken a series of “solutions”
that strike many outsiders as absurd.To remind drivers to stop at stoplights, stop signs have
been placed at many stop light intersections. Thus, when the light is green, you are expected to
drive past the stop sign without stopping. Failure to do so risks being rear-ended. At stop signs
without a traffic light, however, you are still expected to stop.To reduce traffic in downtown San
José, which suffers from a never-ending series of infrastructure problems, a new law was
established: if your license plate ends in 1 or 2, you can’t drive on Monday; if your license plate
ends in 3 or 4, you can’t drive on Tuesday; and so on.GPS definitely helps out in San José, but in
general it’s best to avoid driving there altogether. If you’re staying within greater San José and
thinking of visiting downtown, take a taxi or Uber. You’ll save money and peace of mind. And if
you must drive through downtown San José, try to do so in the late morning or early afternoon
when traffic is lightest.By ShuttleA handful of private shuttle companies offer hotel to hotel
service between nearly two dozen of Costa Rica’s most popular destinations. Prices generally
range from $35 to $80 per person, one-way. Shuttles are a terrific way to get around Costa Rica.
Although more expensive than buses, they save you the hassle of walking around with your
luggage or paying for taxis. Shuttles are also more secure than buses, and some offer free wifi.
Listed below are recommended shuttles.Interbus (4100-0888, )Grayline (2220-2126, )Easyride
(4033-6847, )Montezuma Expeditions (2642-0919, )Monkey Ride (2787-0454, )By BusBuses
are the cheapest way to get around Costa Rica, offering transportation to just about anywhere
for $5–15 per person. Downtown San José is the country’s major bus hub, though there’s no
central bus terminal. In general buses are modern, clean, prompt and reliable. The only real
challenge is that most bus drivers speak no English, and even their Spanish can be impossible
to decipher. In the “Getting To” section of each destination, I list current bus schedules. If you’re
planning on getting around by bus, it’s worth visiting the ICT (Costa Rican Tourism Chamber)
website () and searching for “Bus Itinerary.” Note: Theft can be a problem on buses. If you ride
the bus, keep an eye on your luggage and keep your most valuable possessions on your
person.By TaxiTaxis are common throughout Costa Rica, but you should only use official taxis,
which are red with a yellow triangle on the door. The only exception is official airport taxis, which
are orange. It’s often best to have your hotel or restaurant call a taxi. Whenever possible I list taxi
phone numbers in the “Getting Around” section of each destination. In Costa Rica tipping taxi
drivers is not customary.By law, all taxis are required to use a maría, an electronic box that
automatically calculates the fare. In practice, however, you’ll sometimes encounter taxi drivers



who refuse to use the maría, especially in remote tourist areas. If your driver refuses to use the
maría, agree to a fixed price before you get in the cab. A common scam is for “friendly” taxi
drivers to drive trusting tourists to their destination, then demand an exorbitant fare.In San José
Uber is reliable and cheaper than taxis, but it exists in a legal gray area (as it does in many other
countries).In some areas unlicensed taxis, called piratas (“pirates”), are common. I do not
recommend using piratas, but sometimes there may be no other option. Use your
judgement.Costa Rican “Addresses”In Costa Rica, there are no addresses. No street names, no
house numbers, nada. When giving directions, people say something like “200 meters west of
the hospital, 100 meters south, yellow house.” Written addresses follow the same format. When I
needed something sent to my old apartment, I wrote “100 meters south of Scotiabank.” When I
asked Scotiabank what their address was, they told me “100 meters east of El Chicote
Restaurant.”In Costa Rica, people give directions expressed as distances from known
landmarks, where 100 meters corresponds to one block and 50 meters corresponds to half a
block. Even when a landmark disappears, it often lives on as an address. The most famous
example is el antiguo higuerón (“the old fig tree”), which continues to be used as a landmark
even though it fell down years ago.Not surprisingly, many postmen spend much of their day
wandering around in search of the correct address. “We once got a letter addressed to ‘the guy
who is sometimes outside of the post office,’” said one mail worker in an interview. Even former
President Laura Chinchilla admitted she couldn’t name the street in front of the President’s
House.Although this quirky system worked fine in the oxcart era, it has proven poorly suited to
modern times. The Inter-American Development Bank estimates that Costa Rica loses over
$700 million a year due to their lack of addresses. (On the plus side, there’s not much junk mail.)
In the handful of places where people have tried to establish addresses, they have largely been
ignored. I know a woman who lives in an expat neighborhood where residents took matters into
their own hands and installed their own street signs. She lives on Itabo Street, named for a
Central American plant. One day a Tico visitor arrived an hour late, explaining that he had
searched everywhere but couldn’t find the itabo plant! As most Ticos will happily admit, their
unusual address system is simply one of their “cultural idiosyncracies.”HotelsRather than
produce a 1,000-page book filled with hundreds of hotel listings—when all you really need are
two or three hotels—I’ve posted all hotel information free online at . Along with personal
recommendations, I’ve included links to hotels and booking sites.Hotels in Costa Rica cover the
full spectrum, from $10/night hostels to rustic ecolodges to five-star, $1,000/night all-inclusive
resorts. In some remote areas, choosing a good hotel is key to enjoying a great trip. In more
popular areas, your hotel may simply serve as a place to sleep while you enjoy activities away
from the hotel. Although there are plenty of hotels, the best ones always fill up fast. I recommend
booking your hotel as soon as possible before your trip. This is especially true during peak
season (Dec–April) and essential during Christmas, New Years and Easter
week.RestaurantsLet’s get this out of the way: Unless you’re willing to subsist entirely on typical
foods like gallo pinto and casados, don’t expect meals in Costa Rica to be a bargain. These



days prices at most tourist restaurants are comparable to U.S. prices, especially when taxes
(13%) and tip (10%) are included. Some menus list prices with tax and tip (abbreviated as “i.v.i”)
included, others do not. When in doubt, ask.Tipping: A 10% tip is automatically included on your
bill, but in upscale restaurants it has become customary to include a bit more for good
service.When you’re ready for the bill, ask for La cuenta, por favor (La KWEN-Tah, Poor FAH-
Voor). Always double check the bill. Mistake-ridden bills are disturbingly common in Costa
Rica.As you flip through this guide, you’ll notice that I’ve focused more on tourist restaurants
than typical Costa Rican restaurants. This isn’t because I don’t like typical Costa Rican
restaurants. On the contrary, I love eating a typical meal at a typical restaurant, and I think every
visitor should enjoy that experience. But the truth is that most typical restaurants offer similar
options at similar levels of quality. There just aren’t that many ways to cook rice and beans,
which tend to dominate the menu.Whenever possible, I’ve included typical Costa Rican
restaurants that offer something special (great ambiance, rare specialties, exceptional value),
but if you’re interested in seeking out typical food just swing by any place that calls itself a soda—
a word that roughly translates as “diner” in Costa Rica. At just about any soda you will find
authentic, reasonably priced food. I love visiting random sodas for a breakfast of gallo pinto—the
one dish that just about everyone prepares well. Don’t worry too much about finding the “right”
soda. Roll the dice. Live a little. It’s fun.Food/WaterIn general, it’s safe to drink the tap water just
about everywhere in Costa Rica, which has made good investments in its water delivery
systems. The only place I’ve ever had problems is on the Caribbean Coast, where the public
infrastructure is sometimes lacking. Prepared food is also very safe, especially in tourist areas. I
eat everything (including street food) and drink tap water all the time, and I’ve only had one
major stomach issue, which was quickly cleared up after a trip to the local pharmacy. If you have
a sensitive stomach, by all means stick to bottled water, which is sold just about
everywhere.What to PackNo matter where you go, pack sunglasses, a hat, a water bottle and a
flashlight or headlamp. Although sunscreen and bugspray are readily available, it’s a good idea
to pack your own because prices in Costa Rica are often double or triple what you’d pay back
home. If you’re spending time at the beach, shorts, T-shirts and a swimsuit are essential. Unless
you’re spending all of your time at Nicoya Peninsula beaches between December and March
(dry season), you should also pack shoes/boots and a rain jacket due to the country’s abundant
rain. If you’re planning on spending time in San José, pack a pair of long pants (no one in San
José wears shorts, and you will stand out as a tourist if you do). If you’re thinking about spending
time in the mountains, pack at least one sweater. And if you’re heading to Costa Rica’s highest
elevations (Zona de los Santos, Chirripó), pack a winter jacket and warm hat.Mobile Phone SIM
CardsCosta Rica uses the GSM network, and prepaid SIM cards for mobile phones and tablets
are available from telecom providers Kölbi, Claro and Movistar. In general, prices for voice and
data are extremely reasonable, and reception is surprisingly good throughout the country with
the exception of a few remote areas. If you can’t live without mobile internet, it’s definitely worth
picking up a SIM card when you arrive. Even if you never use it, having access to voice and



internet will provide peace of mind. In my experience Kölbi offers the best national coverage. In
Juan Santamaría Airport there’s a Kölbi counter at the baggage claim.The big catch: to use a
prepaid SIM card, you need an “unlocked” (aka “unblocked”) global phone. In the U.S. and other
countries, many mobile service providers “lock” your phone so you can only use it with their
service. If you try to use a SIM card from another provider, it won’t work. With an unlocked
phone, you can use whatever SIM card you like. A quick internet search reveals multiple options
for unlocking your phone. After purchasing your Costa Rican SIM card, pop out your regular
SIM, store it in a safe place, and insert the new, local SIM card. When it’s time to go home, re-
insert your regular SIM.EmergenciesFor all emergencies in Costa Rica dial 911, which connects
you to the country’s emergency response hotline.Crime & SecurityCrime in Costa Rica is lower
than the rest of Latin America but higher than the U.S. or Europe. Petty theft is by far the most
common problem. In general, you should never leave anything unattended at the beach or in
your car. If you are traveling with valuables, always lock them in the hotel safe or leave them with
the front desk of your hotel. Violent crime is rare, especially if you don’t mess around with drugs
and/or prostitutes.Car locks: Certain rental cars have a locking mechanism that requires you to
hold up the handle when you close the car door. Failure to hold up the handle will unlock the
door when it closes. Rest assured, thieves know exactly which cars suffer from this problem, and
they target them. Be sure you know exactly how to lock your rental car.Report any crime to the
OIJ, the Costa Rican police (Tel: 800-800-3000). If you’re an American citizen, you should also
report crimes to the Consular Section of the U.S. Embassy (2519-2000,
acssanjose@state.gov).Health & Medical CareFor a developing country, Costa Rica has a good
public health system. In addition, some of its private hospitals offer state-of-the-art facilities and
U.S. board-certified physicians. Not surprisingly, medical tourism is booming in Costa Rica due
to high quality and low prices.If you need medical care in Costa Rica, private hospitals are the
best option. CIMA (2208-1000, ), located in the San José suburb of Escazu, is considered one
of the best private hospital in the country.In rural areas, pharmacies are your best bet for
stomach bugs and minor illnesses. They are staffed by professionals licensed to prescribe
medicine on the spot. If you’re feeling ill, the local pharmacy should be your first stop. Note that
some rural pharmacies are incredibly fond of injections, even for headaches and mild illness.
Feel free to ask for a pill instead.Medicare does not provide coverage for medical costs outside
the U.S., and not all private insurers offer international coverage. It’s always best to call your
insurer and check. If your insurance provider does offer international coverage, carry your
insurance policy identity card at all times. If your insurance provider does not offer international
coverage, short-term travel insurance is a good option. The travel section of the U.S. State
Department website offers extensive information on international travel insurance ().Swimming &
Rip CurrentsPowerful rip currents (aka riptides) can be a risk at many Costa Rican beaches,
especially during strong ocean swells. Because few beaches have lifeguards, it’s best to know
what to do if you find yourself getting sucked out to sea by a rip current. First and foremost, don’t
try to swim against the current. Most drownings occur when people try to swim against the



current and become exhausted. If you feel yourself getting caught in a rip current, swim parallel
to shore until you are free of the powerful current, at which point you can safely swim to
shore.Sunrise/SunsetBecause Costa Rica lies just 10 degrees north of the equator, daylight
hours vary little throughout the year. During winter solstice (the shortest day of the year) the sun
rises around 5:50am and sets around 5:20pm. During summer solstice (the longest day of the
year) the sun rises around 5:15am and sets around 6pm.Beer, Wine & LiquorIf you were
immediately drawn to this section, check out page 88. Suffice to say, beer, guaro and rum are
readily available throughout the country. Wine is harder to come by in rural areas, and it’s often
low quality. If you’re planning on buying wine or liquor in Costa Rica, swing by the duty free
shops in the airport as soon as you arrive. They offer excellent selection and discounts up to
50%.Power OutletsAll power outlets in Costa Rica are 110 V with standard US two-prong
plugs.Online ResourcesICT - The Costa Rican Tourism Institute. Their website offers plenty of
basic information, plus up-to-date bus schedules ()Tico Times - Costa Rica’s top English-
language newspaper. ()La Nacion - Costa Rica’s top Spanish-language newspaper. If you don’t
understand Spanish use Google Translate. ()U.S. State Department - The Costa Rica section of
their website offers up-to-date information and travel warnings. ()Center for Disease Control -
One of the top resources for disease and vaccination information. Includes up-to-date info for all
countries. ()Top 10 Ways to Avoid a Cultural Misunderstanding1. Ask for the bill in restaurantsIn
Costa Rica, as in much of Latin America, it’s considered rude for the waiter to bring the bill
before the customer asks for it. This has led to more awkward situations between Ticos and
gringos than I care to imagine. Consider the following situation: as the Tico waiter patiently waits
for the gringo customer to ask for the bill, the gringo customer patiently waits for the Tico waiter
to bring the bill. As the minutes drag on, the gringo grows more and more frustrated, especially
when he notices that their waiter is looking right at him. Finally, the irritated gringo stands up and
asks, almost redundantly, for the bill. As the waiter dutifully fetches it, he’s left to wonder why so
many gringos are so upset when they’re on vacation. When you want the bill, simply wave to
your waiter, mock scribble onto your palm and ask for La cuenta, por favor (La KWEN-Tah, Poor
FAH-Voor).2. Assume it’s your responsibility to get the waiter’s attentionAlthough not true
everywhere, restaurant service in Costa Rica can be painfully slow and apathetic. For Ticos this
is perfectly normal. For gringos, especially those accustomed to service with a smile, it can be
incredibly frustrating. If you want something, assume it’s your responsibility to get the waiter’s
attention. Don’t expect refills or regular check-ins. Trust me, it’s better to arrive with low
expectations and be pleasantly surprised than to arrive with high expectations and end up
frustrated. Whenever you want something, simply flag down the waiter with your hand, say what
you’d like and finish it with a polite por favor. Example: Un agua, por favor (“A water, please”);
Una cerveza, por favor (“A beer, please”).3. Close car doors gentlyIn Costa Rica, as in much of
Latin America, car doors are treated as delicate objects that could shatter at the slightest touch.
The way gringos close car doors is considered aggressive, violent slamming. I have absolutely
no idea where this cultural difference comes from, but when I mentioned it to my Spanish



teacher she told me, in no uncertain terms, that gringos slam car doors because they consider
cars to be disposable objects.Regardless, there’s no better way to upset your cab driver than by
“slamming” the door when you enter/exit a cab. If the car door closes with anything more than a
soft click, don’t be surprised if your fare magically rises. The more softly and gingerly you close
the door, the better. If it takes two tries to close the door, you’re doing great. Rest assured your
reflexes will undermine this advice, and the driver of the car will cringe, but at least you’ll know
why he’s upset.4. Mind your mannersIn Costa Rica, as in much of Latin America, manners are
extremely important and not knowing the basic social protocol is a great way to embarrass
yourself. Take the time to learn some basic etiquette and you’ll really set yourself apart from the
average tourist.Whenever you greet a female acquaintance, it’s customary to lightly touch right
cheeks and give a single air kiss. Keep in mind that this is an air kiss near the cheek, not an
actual kiss on the cheek, which would be considered presumptuous. Male acquaintances,
meanwhile, simply shake hands. When it’s time to say goodbye, the air kiss/handshake process
is repeated.Whenever you enter or leave a social gathering, you are expected to say hello or
goodbye to each person individually. Missing a single person is considered rude, and greeting a
roomful of people with a universal “hola” is considered extremely lazy. (Although coming from a
gringo, it won’t be shocking.)For both men and women, hugging is considered an intimate
gesture normally reserved for family. A hug between non-family is often viewed as too close for
comfort.Finally, it is considered extremely poor manners to not respond to “thank you” with
“you’re welcome.” If someone thanks you by saying Gracias, respond with Con mucho gusto
(Cone MOO-Cho GOO-Sto). In many Latin American countries “you’re welcome” is expressed
with De nada, but in Costa Rica the slightly more formal Con mucho gusto (“with much
pleasure”) is far more common.5. If you’re from the U.S., don’t refer to yourself as
“American”From the time they are young children, Latin Americans are taught that “America”
stretches from Alaska to Argentina. An “American,” therefore, is anyone born in either North,
Central or South America. Some Latin Americans, especially those of an “anti-American”
persuasion, get upset when U.S. citizens refer to themselves as American. In my experience,
most Ticos don’t take this too seriously. I can’t count how many times I’ve been asked if I’m
Americano, and stores throughout Costa Rica sell Ropa Americana (“Clothes from the U.S.”).
But if you’d like to be on your best behavior, describe yourself as Norteamericano or “from the
U.S.”6. If you’re female, be prepared for piroposIn Costa Rica, as in much of Latin America,
women should expect to receive piropos from random men. Translated literally, piropo means
“compliment,” but depending on its context it can also be translated as “flirtatious remark” or
“pick-up line.” If you’re a woman, don’t be surprised if some men refer to you as linda (“beauty”),
preciosa (“precious”), princesa (“princess”), reina (“queen”) or even muñeca (“doll”) or mamita
(“hot mama”). It’s debatable whether or not this is considered acceptable behavior in Costa Rica.
Some Ticas view them as compliments; others find them demeaning. The same goes with the
whistles and kissing sounds that sometimes greet women as they walk down the street.7. Do not
criticize anything about Costa Rica ... Except the roadsTicos are incredibly patriotic and



incredibly sensitive to any criticism of their country. The one exception is the roads, which every
Tico will admit are terrible. Although Ticos love to complain about Costa Rica’s problems among
themselves, the minute a foreigner (especially a gringo) chimes in with a complaint things can
get uncomfortable. Criticizing Costa Rica touches a highly sensitive nerve. Upon meeting a Tico,
one of the first things you may be asked is “How do you like Costa Rica?” Correct response: “It’s
so beautiful and the people are so friendly, but the roads are terrible!”8. Do not expect politically
correct behaviorFor better or worse, political correctness is not part of the average Ticos’s DNA.
Ticos tend to say it like they see it, especially among friends and acquaintances. Elderly people
are called viejo (“old”), overweight people are called gordo (“fat”), short people are called
enanos (“midgets”) and gringos are called, well, gringos. No harm is intended, and none is
taken. In general, Ticos are very comfortable with their own physical characteristics. As my Tica
Spanish teacher once put it, “I’m gorda (‘fat’), so everyone calls me gorda.” When I expressed
shock, she looked at me as if I was crazy, or perhaps blind. Meanwhile one of my classmates, a
black Haitian man living with a Costa Rican host family, was summoned to dinner every night
when his host mother called out, Negrito, la cena! (“Little black boy, dinner’s ready!”). Even if
someone isn’t gordo or negro, the names gordito (“little fatty”) and negrito are often used as
terms of affection among couples.Ticos, like many Latin Americans, tend to take a far more
relaxed approach towards race than people in other parts of the world. Racial intermarriage is
common in Latin America, and racial sensitivity, while present, doesn’t touch nearly the same
nerve it touches in the U.S. This cultural difference was perfectly illustrated to me one day during
a mascarada (p.72) where one of the masks used was a black man with big lips and giant white
eyes. An African-American girl standing next to me was appalled. The situation escalated when
the man in the mask noticed her and asked for a dance.If you’re Asian, expect to be called chino
(“Chinese”) regardless of whether you’re Chinese, Japanese, Korean, etc. I once met a
Vietnamese-American man, born in Florida, who was living in a small village near Arenal in
2011. One day his neighbors came running up to him in a panic. “We’ve been looking for you
everywhere!” they blurted out, “Are you OK? Is your family OK?” “Yes,” he responded, “Why?”
“The Tsunami!” they exclaimed, referring to the Japanese tsunami that destroyed the Fukushima
nuclear plant.That said, I DO NOT RECOMMEND adopting the “say-it-like-you-see-it” approach
on your visit. Sensitivities do exist, and it’s a fine line that’s often hard for non-Ticos to
decipher.9. When asking directions, don’t ask Yes or No questionsOne of the strangest quirks of
Costa Rican culture is the tendency for some people to give bad directions even when they
know the directions are bad. If you ask someone, “Is the ACME Hotel down this street?” they will
often say “Yes!” even if they have no idea where the ACME hotel actually is.There are various
theories about this behavior. Some people claim Ticos are so eager to please that they refuse to
not give directions. Others claim that, in a country as small as Costa Rica, it’s embarrassing to
admit that you don’t know where something is. Whenever I ask my Tico friends about it, they just
laugh. “Yes,” they say, “that’s very Tico.” Don’t worry, I’m told, it’s not because I’m a gringo. “Ticos
do that to other Ticos all the time,” a Spanish teacher informed me. “When you ask someone for



directions,” he advised, “look into their eyes. That’s the best way to tell if they really know where
the place is.”Investigative eye-gazing aside, if you need to ask directions, ask open-ended
questions. Don’t ask, “Is the ACME hotel down this street?” which often results in a “Yes” answer.
Ask “Where is the ACME hotel?” There’s no guarantee that you’ll get the right answer, but at
least you’ll limit your margin of error.10. Never approach a problem with irritation or a raised
voiceTicos are incredibly sensitive to irritability and raised voices, which are widely regarded as
a mortal sin when expressed in response to a problem. In Costa Rica, messing up is generally
considered more socially acceptable than being irritable or raising your voice, which is pretty
much the exact opposite of how things work in the U.S. In Costa Rica irritation and raised voices
are seen as potential stepping stones to confrontation, so avoiding them is a kind of survival
mechanism in a small country where everyone knows everyone. It has helped Ticos live
peacefully for decades, and it may partially explain why Ticos rank so consistently high in global
happiness surveys.If something goes wrong during your visit, take a deep breath, relax and
explain the problem in as soft and neutral a tone as possible. If you’re interested in a prompt
solution, do your best not to express any irritation or raise your voice. Trust me, if you approach a
problem with irritation and a raised voice, you will become the problem and a prompt solution will
vanish into thin air.*Special Bonus Tip(Not restricted to Costa Rica)Speaking louder does not
equal speaking more clearly

HotelsRather than produce a 1,000-page book filled with hundreds of hotel listings—when all
you really need are two or three hotels—I’ve posted all hotel information free online at . Along
with personal recommendations, I’ve included links to hotels and booking sites.Hotels in Costa
Rica cover the full spectrum, from $10/night hostels to rustic ecolodges to five-star, $1,000/night
all-inclusive resorts. In some remote areas, choosing a good hotel is key to enjoying a great trip.
In more popular areas, your hotel may simply serve as a place to sleep while you enjoy activities
away from the hotel. Although there are plenty of hotels, the best ones always fill up fast. I
recommend booking your hotel as soon as possible before your trip. This is especially true
during peak season (Dec–April) and essential during Christmas, New Years and Easter
week.RestaurantsLet’s get this out of the way: Unless you’re willing to subsist entirely on typical
foods like gallo pinto and casados, don’t expect meals in Costa Rica to be a bargain. These
days prices at most tourist restaurants are comparable to U.S. prices, especially when taxes
(13%) and tip (10%) are included. Some menus list prices with tax and tip (abbreviated as “i.v.i”)
included, others do not. When in doubt, ask.Tipping: A 10% tip is automatically included on your
bill, but in upscale restaurants it has become customary to include a bit more for good
service.When you’re ready for the bill, ask for La cuenta, por favor (La KWEN-Tah, Poor FAH-
Voor). Always double check the bill. Mistake-ridden bills are disturbingly common in Costa
Rica.As you flip through this guide, you’ll notice that I’ve focused more on tourist restaurants
than typical Costa Rican restaurants. This isn’t because I don’t like typical Costa Rican
restaurants. On the contrary, I love eating a typical meal at a typical restaurant, and I think every



visitor should enjoy that experience. But the truth is that most typical restaurants offer similar
options at similar levels of quality. There just aren’t that many ways to cook rice and beans,
which tend to dominate the menu.Whenever possible, I’ve included typical Costa Rican
restaurants that offer something special (great ambiance, rare specialties, exceptional value),
but if you’re interested in seeking out typical food just swing by any place that calls itself a soda—
a word that roughly translates as “diner” in Costa Rica. At just about any soda you will find
authentic, reasonably priced food. I love visiting random sodas for a breakfast of gallo pinto—the
one dish that just about everyone prepares well. Don’t worry too much about finding the “right”
soda. Roll the dice. Live a little. It’s fun.Food/WaterIn general, it’s safe to drink the tap water just
about everywhere in Costa Rica, which has made good investments in its water delivery
systems. The only place I’ve ever had problems is on the Caribbean Coast, where the public
infrastructure is sometimes lacking. Prepared food is also very safe, especially in tourist areas. I
eat everything (including street food) and drink tap water all the time, and I’ve only had one
major stomach issue, which was quickly cleared up after a trip to the local pharmacy. If you have
a sensitive stomach, by all means stick to bottled water, which is sold just about
everywhere.What to PackNo matter where you go, pack sunglasses, a hat, a water bottle and a
flashlight or headlamp. Although sunscreen and bugspray are readily available, it’s a good idea
to pack your own because prices in Costa Rica are often double or triple what you’d pay back
home. If you’re spending time at the beach, shorts, T-shirts and a swimsuit are essential. Unless
you’re spending all of your time at Nicoya Peninsula beaches between December and March
(dry season), you should also pack shoes/boots and a rain jacket due to the country’s abundant
rain. If you’re planning on spending time in San José, pack a pair of long pants (no one in San
José wears shorts, and you will stand out as a tourist if you do). If you’re thinking about spending
time in the mountains, pack at least one sweater. And if you’re heading to Costa Rica’s highest
elevations (Zona de los Santos, Chirripó), pack a winter jacket and warm hat.Mobile Phone SIM
CardsCosta Rica uses the GSM network, and prepaid SIM cards for mobile phones and tablets
are available from telecom providers Kölbi, Claro and Movistar. In general, prices for voice and
data are extremely reasonable, and reception is surprisingly good throughout the country with
the exception of a few remote areas. If you can’t live without mobile internet, it’s definitely worth
picking up a SIM card when you arrive. Even if you never use it, having access to voice and
internet will provide peace of mind. In my experience Kölbi offers the best national coverage. In
Juan Santamaría Airport there’s a Kölbi counter at the baggage claim.The big catch: to use a
prepaid SIM card, you need an “unlocked” (aka “unblocked”) global phone. In the U.S. and other
countries, many mobile service providers “lock” your phone so you can only use it with their
service. If you try to use a SIM card from another provider, it won’t work. With an unlocked
phone, you can use whatever SIM card you like. A quick internet search reveals multiple options
for unlocking your phone. After purchasing your Costa Rican SIM card, pop out your regular
SIM, store it in a safe place, and insert the new, local SIM card. When it’s time to go home, re-
insert your regular SIM.EmergenciesFor all emergencies in Costa Rica dial 911, which connects



you to the country’s emergency response hotline.Crime & SecurityCrime in Costa Rica is lower
than the rest of Latin America but higher than the U.S. or Europe. Petty theft is by far the most
common problem. In general, you should never leave anything unattended at the beach or in
your car. If you are traveling with valuables, always lock them in the hotel safe or leave them with
the front desk of your hotel. Violent crime is rare, especially if you don’t mess around with drugs
and/or prostitutes.Car locks: Certain rental cars have a locking mechanism that requires you to
hold up the handle when you close the car door. Failure to hold up the handle will unlock the
door when it closes. Rest assured, thieves know exactly which cars suffer from this problem, and
they target them. Be sure you know exactly how to lock your rental car.Report any crime to the
OIJ, the Costa Rican police (Tel: 800-800-3000). If you’re an American citizen, you should also
report crimes to the Consular Section of the U.S. Embassy (2519-2000,
acssanjose@state.gov).Health & Medical CareFor a developing country, Costa Rica has a good
public health system. In addition, some of its private hospitals offer state-of-the-art facilities and
U.S. board-certified physicians. Not surprisingly, medical tourism is booming in Costa Rica due
to high quality and low prices.If you need medical care in Costa Rica, private hospitals are the
best option. CIMA (2208-1000, ), located in the San José suburb of Escazu, is considered one
of the best private hospital in the country.In rural areas, pharmacies are your best bet for
stomach bugs and minor illnesses. They are staffed by professionals licensed to prescribe
medicine on the spot. If you’re feeling ill, the local pharmacy should be your first stop. Note that
some rural pharmacies are incredibly fond of injections, even for headaches and mild illness.
Feel free to ask for a pill instead.Medicare does not provide coverage for medical costs outside
the U.S., and not all private insurers offer international coverage. It’s always best to call your
insurer and check. If your insurance provider does offer international coverage, carry your
insurance policy identity card at all times. If your insurance provider does not offer international
coverage, short-term travel insurance is a good option. The travel section of the U.S. State
Department website offers extensive information on international travel insurance ().Swimming &
Rip CurrentsPowerful rip currents (aka riptides) can be a risk at many Costa Rican beaches,
especially during strong ocean swells. Because few beaches have lifeguards, it’s best to know
what to do if you find yourself getting sucked out to sea by a rip current. First and foremost, don’t
try to swim against the current. Most drownings occur when people try to swim against the
current and become exhausted. If you feel yourself getting caught in a rip current, swim parallel
to shore until you are free of the powerful current, at which point you can safely swim to
shore.Sunrise/SunsetBecause Costa Rica lies just 10 degrees north of the equator, daylight
hours vary little throughout the year. During winter solstice (the shortest day of the year) the sun
rises around 5:50am and sets around 5:20pm. During summer solstice (the longest day of the
year) the sun rises around 5:15am and sets around 6pm.Beer, Wine & LiquorIf you were
immediately drawn to this section, check out page 88. Suffice to say, beer, guaro and rum are
readily available throughout the country. Wine is harder to come by in rural areas, and it’s often
low quality. If you’re planning on buying wine or liquor in Costa Rica, swing by the duty free



shops in the airport as soon as you arrive. They offer excellent selection and discounts up to
50%.Power OutletsAll power outlets in Costa Rica are 110 V with standard US two-prong
plugs.Online ResourcesICT - The Costa Rican Tourism Institute. Their website offers plenty of
basic information, plus up-to-date bus schedules ()Tico Times - Costa Rica’s top English-
language newspaper. ()La Nacion - Costa Rica’s top Spanish-language newspaper. If you don’t
understand Spanish use Google Translate. ()U.S. State Department - The Costa Rica section of
their website offers up-to-date information and travel warnings. ()Center for Disease Control -
One of the top resources for disease and vaccination information. Includes up-to-date info for all
countries. ()Top 10 Ways to Avoid a Cultural Misunderstanding1. Ask for the bill in restaurantsIn
Costa Rica, as in much of Latin America, it’s considered rude for the waiter to bring the bill
before the customer asks for it. This has led to more awkward situations between Ticos and
gringos than I care to imagine. Consider the following situation: as the Tico waiter patiently waits
for the gringo customer to ask for the bill, the gringo customer patiently waits for the Tico waiter
to bring the bill. As the minutes drag on, the gringo grows more and more frustrated, especially
when he notices that their waiter is looking right at him. Finally, the irritated gringo stands up and
asks, almost redundantly, for the bill. As the waiter dutifully fetches it, he’s left to wonder why so
many gringos are so upset when they’re on vacation. When you want the bill, simply wave to
your waiter, mock scribble onto your palm and ask for La cuenta, por favor (La KWEN-Tah, Poor
FAH-Voor).2. Assume it’s your responsibility to get the waiter’s attentionAlthough not true
everywhere, restaurant service in Costa Rica can be painfully slow and apathetic. For Ticos this
is perfectly normal. For gringos, especially those accustomed to service with a smile, it can be
incredibly frustrating. If you want something, assume it’s your responsibility to get the waiter’s
attention. Don’t expect refills or regular check-ins. Trust me, it’s better to arrive with low
expectations and be pleasantly surprised than to arrive with high expectations and end up
frustrated. Whenever you want something, simply flag down the waiter with your hand, say what
you’d like and finish it with a polite por favor. Example: Un agua, por favor (“A water, please”);
Una cerveza, por favor (“A beer, please”).3. Close car doors gentlyIn Costa Rica, as in much of
Latin America, car doors are treated as delicate objects that could shatter at the slightest touch.
The way gringos close car doors is considered aggressive, violent slamming. I have absolutely
no idea where this cultural difference comes from, but when I mentioned it to my Spanish
teacher she told me, in no uncertain terms, that gringos slam car doors because they consider
cars to be disposable objects.Regardless, there’s no better way to upset your cab driver than by
“slamming” the door when you enter/exit a cab. If the car door closes with anything more than a
soft click, don’t be surprised if your fare magically rises. The more softly and gingerly you close
the door, the better. If it takes two tries to close the door, you’re doing great. Rest assured your
reflexes will undermine this advice, and the driver of the car will cringe, but at least you’ll know
why he’s upset.4. Mind your mannersIn Costa Rica, as in much of Latin America, manners are
extremely important and not knowing the basic social protocol is a great way to embarrass
yourself. Take the time to learn some basic etiquette and you’ll really set yourself apart from the



average tourist.Whenever you greet a female acquaintance, it’s customary to lightly touch right
cheeks and give a single air kiss. Keep in mind that this is an air kiss near the cheek, not an
actual kiss on the cheek, which would be considered presumptuous. Male acquaintances,
meanwhile, simply shake hands. When it’s time to say goodbye, the air kiss/handshake process
is repeated.Whenever you enter or leave a social gathering, you are expected to say hello or
goodbye to each person individually. Missing a single person is considered rude, and greeting a
roomful of people with a universal “hola” is considered extremely lazy. (Although coming from a
gringo, it won’t be shocking.)For both men and women, hugging is considered an intimate
gesture normally reserved for family. A hug between non-family is often viewed as too close for
comfort.Finally, it is considered extremely poor manners to not respond to “thank you” with
“you’re welcome.” If someone thanks you by saying Gracias, respond with Con mucho gusto
(Cone MOO-Cho GOO-Sto). In many Latin American countries “you’re welcome” is expressed
with De nada, but in Costa Rica the slightly more formal Con mucho gusto (“with much
pleasure”) is far more common.5. If you’re from the U.S., don’t refer to yourself as
“American”From the time they are young children, Latin Americans are taught that “America”
stretches from Alaska to Argentina. An “American,” therefore, is anyone born in either North,
Central or South America. Some Latin Americans, especially those of an “anti-American”
persuasion, get upset when U.S. citizens refer to themselves as American. In my experience,
most Ticos don’t take this too seriously. I can’t count how many times I’ve been asked if I’m
Americano, and stores throughout Costa Rica sell Ropa Americana (“Clothes from the U.S.”).
But if you’d like to be on your best behavior, describe yourself as Norteamericano or “from the
U.S.”6. If you’re female, be prepared for piroposIn Costa Rica, as in much of Latin America,
women should expect to receive piropos from random men. Translated literally, piropo means
“compliment,” but depending on its context it can also be translated as “flirtatious remark” or
“pick-up line.” If you’re a woman, don’t be surprised if some men refer to you as linda (“beauty”),
preciosa (“precious”), princesa (“princess”), reina (“queen”) or even muñeca (“doll”) or mamita
(“hot mama”). It’s debatable whether or not this is considered acceptable behavior in Costa Rica.
Some Ticas view them as compliments; others find them demeaning. The same goes with the
whistles and kissing sounds that sometimes greet women as they walk down the street.7. Do not
criticize anything about Costa Rica ... Except the roadsTicos are incredibly patriotic and
incredibly sensitive to any criticism of their country. The one exception is the roads, which every
Tico will admit are terrible. Although Ticos love to complain about Costa Rica’s problems among
themselves, the minute a foreigner (especially a gringo) chimes in with a complaint things can
get uncomfortable. Criticizing Costa Rica touches a highly sensitive nerve. Upon meeting a Tico,
one of the first things you may be asked is “How do you like Costa Rica?” Correct response: “It’s
so beautiful and the people are so friendly, but the roads are terrible!”8. Do not expect politically
correct behaviorFor better or worse, political correctness is not part of the average Ticos’s DNA.
Ticos tend to say it like they see it, especially among friends and acquaintances. Elderly people
are called viejo (“old”), overweight people are called gordo (“fat”), short people are called



enanos (“midgets”) and gringos are called, well, gringos. No harm is intended, and none is
taken. In general, Ticos are very comfortable with their own physical characteristics. As my Tica
Spanish teacher once put it, “I’m gorda (‘fat’), so everyone calls me gorda.” When I expressed
shock, she looked at me as if I was crazy, or perhaps blind. Meanwhile one of my classmates, a
black Haitian man living with a Costa Rican host family, was summoned to dinner every night
when his host mother called out, Negrito, la cena! (“Little black boy, dinner’s ready!”). Even if
someone isn’t gordo or negro, the names gordito (“little fatty”) and negrito are often used as
terms of affection among couples.Ticos, like many Latin Americans, tend to take a far more
relaxed approach towards race than people in other parts of the world. Racial intermarriage is
common in Latin America, and racial sensitivity, while present, doesn’t touch nearly the same
nerve it touches in the U.S. This cultural difference was perfectly illustrated to me one day during
a mascarada (p.72) where one of the masks used was a black man with big lips and giant white
eyes. An African-American girl standing next to me was appalled. The situation escalated when
the man in the mask noticed her and asked for a dance.If you’re Asian, expect to be called chino
(“Chinese”) regardless of whether you’re Chinese, Japanese, Korean, etc. I once met a
Vietnamese-American man, born in Florida, who was living in a small village near Arenal in
2011. One day his neighbors came running up to him in a panic. “We’ve been looking for you
everywhere!” they blurted out, “Are you OK? Is your family OK?” “Yes,” he responded, “Why?”
“The Tsunami!” they exclaimed, referring to the Japanese tsunami that destroyed the Fukushima
nuclear plant.That said, I DO NOT RECOMMEND adopting the “say-it-like-you-see-it” approach
on your visit. Sensitivities do exist, and it’s a fine line that’s often hard for non-Ticos to
decipher.9. When asking directions, don’t ask Yes or No questionsOne of the strangest quirks of
Costa Rican culture is the tendency for some people to give bad directions even when they
know the directions are bad. If you ask someone, “Is the ACME Hotel down this street?” they will
often say “Yes!” even if they have no idea where the ACME hotel actually is.There are various
theories about this behavior. Some people claim Ticos are so eager to please that they refuse to
not give directions. Others claim that, in a country as small as Costa Rica, it’s embarrassing to
admit that you don’t know where something is. Whenever I ask my Tico friends about it, they just
laugh. “Yes,” they say, “that’s very Tico.” Don’t worry, I’m told, it’s not because I’m a gringo. “Ticos
do that to other Ticos all the time,” a Spanish teacher informed me. “When you ask someone for
directions,” he advised, “look into their eyes. That’s the best way to tell if they really know where
the place is.”Investigative eye-gazing aside, if you need to ask directions, ask open-ended
questions. Don’t ask, “Is the ACME hotel down this street?” which often results in a “Yes” answer.
Ask “Where is the ACME hotel?” There’s no guarantee that you’ll get the right answer, but at
least you’ll limit your margin of error.10. Never approach a problem with irritation or a raised
voiceTicos are incredibly sensitive to irritability and raised voices, which are widely regarded as
a mortal sin when expressed in response to a problem. In Costa Rica, messing up is generally
considered more socially acceptable than being irritable or raising your voice, which is pretty
much the exact opposite of how things work in the U.S. In Costa Rica irritation and raised voices



are seen as potential stepping stones to confrontation, so avoiding them is a kind of survival
mechanism in a small country where everyone knows everyone. It has helped Ticos live
peacefully for decades, and it may partially explain why Ticos rank so consistently high in global
happiness surveys.If something goes wrong during your visit, take a deep breath, relax and
explain the problem in as soft and neutral a tone as possible. If you’re interested in a prompt
solution, do your best not to express any irritation or raise your voice. Trust me, if you approach a
problem with irritation and a raised voice, you will become the problem and a prompt solution will
vanish into thin air.*Special Bonus Tip(Not restricted to Costa Rica)Speaking louder does not
equal speaking more clearlyIt is one of life’s great mysteries why people of all cultures raise their
voices when talking to non-native speakers. Speaking louder will seem strange at best,
condescending at worst. Raise your clarity, not your volume.Costa Rican SpanishThe biggest
difference between Costa Rican Spanish and general Latin American Spanish is the use of the
second person singular vos instead of tu. Although tu is used and understood by everyone, vos
is preferred among family and friends. Another difference is the common use of con mucho
gusto (“With much pleasure”) in response to gracias (“Thank you”). In much of Latin America de
nada (“You’re Welcome”) is used in response to gracias, but in Costa Rica con mucho gusto is
far more common.Ticos are very proud of their accent, which they consider clear and neutral.
Unlike some of their neighbors, Ticos clearly pronounce the “s” at the end of words that end in
“s.” Their neighbors, in turn, complain that Ticos don’t properly trill their “r”s, including (most
prominently) the “R” in Costa Rica.Words and PhrasesRather than fill countless pages with
basic Spanish words and phrases, I’ll simply recommend installing a Spanish dictionary and
phrasebook on your smartphone or purchasing a physical phrasebook. Smartphone apps are
perfect for dictionaries and phrasebooks. They let you to walk around with thousands of quickly
searchable words and phrases in your pocket. SpanishDict is a good Spanish dictionary app,
and Word Lens visually translates words in real time. My favorite physical dictionary/phrasebook
is the Guide to Costa Rican Spanish by Christopher Howard.Ticos use hundreds of words found
nowhere outside of Costa Rica. Listed below are some classic Costa Rican phrases and
pachuco (“slang”). For a complete list, check out the Tico-produced app “Costa Rican
Idioms.”Pura vida [PUR-ah VEE-dah]: “Pure Life”The proud motto of Costa RicaMae [MY]:
“Dude”I like to joke that after I learned mae, I understood 50% more Spanish in Costa Rica. Mae
is derived from maje, but what maje is derived from is a matter of debate. Some claim it’s an old
word for “idiot” used in medievel Spain. Regardless, mae is used constantly by teenagers and
young adults, though it is never used in formal company.Tuanis [TWAH-nees]: “Cool”Tuanis is
supposedly derived from the phrase “Too Nice,” which is another way of saying “cool” in the
English-speaking Caribbean Coast.Agüevado [Ah-gway-VAH-doh]: “Sad/Bored”This common
breakup expression is supposedly derived from huevos (“eggs”).Diay [dee-EYE]:
“Well”/“Hey”There’s no direct English translation for diay (also written ydiay or idiay), which is
more of an emotional expression/exclamation that an actual word. Ask any Tico for an extended
explanation.Chunche [CHOON-chay]: “Thingy”One of Costa Rica’s most beloved words, a



chunche is any old thing—a comb, a hat, a pen—that you can’t quite remember the name of.
According to politically incorrect Costa Rican lore, the word came about thanks to non-Spanish
speaking Chinese immigrants who walked into stores asking for things like “chung” and “chong.”
This was later shortened to chunchón, which ultimately became chunche.¿Cómo amaneció?
[KOH-moh ah-mahn-eh-see-OH]: “How did you sunrise?”This fun phrase is a popular way of
asking “How are you feeling this morning”Upe! [OOO-pay!]: “I’m here!”Upe! is shouted out as
you approach someone’s house to notify them of your impending arrival. This is supposedly a
shortened version of the traditional religious greeting “Ave María Purísima Nuestra Señora la
Virgen de Guadalupe.”Fresa [FRAY-sah]: “Snob”Fresa means “strawberry” in Spanish, but in
Costa Rica it’s also used to describe someone who’s a snob or aspires to be a snob.Pulpería
[pool-pear-REE-ah]: “Corner Store”Every village in Costa Rica, no matter how small, has a
pulpería. Some claim the word is derived from pulpa (“pulp”), as in fruit pulp sold to make
beverages.Suave un toque [SWAH-vay oon TOE-cay]: “Just a minute”In the land of Tico Time
this expression comes in handy.Guachimán [GWAH-chee-man]: “Security Guard”Pronounced
like “watchyman,” guachimán (or guachi, for short) is derived from the English word “watchman,”
as in night watchman.Carro [KAR-oh]: “Car”In Mexico and Spain the word for car is coche, but in
Costa Rica they say carro.Birra [BEER-ah]: “Beer”Everyone knows cerveza, but birra (derived
from “beer”) is muy Tico.Zarpe [ZAR-pay]: “Final Round”/“Nightcap”The last drink of the night. If
someone offers you a zarpe, it’s considered a bit rude not to accept.Goma [GOH-mah]:
“Hangover”What happens after you’ve had one zarpe too many.

AdventuresCanopy ToursFor many people, visiting Costa Rica without whizzing through the
trees on a canopy tour is simply unthinkable. Canopy tours (aka zip-lines) are the country’s
signature outdoor adventure—a combination of scenery, speed and adrenaline. They’re a great
way to experience some of Costa Rica’s most dramatic landscapes, and they’re popular with just
about everyone. Even young children and grandparents can enjoy canopy tours. (The minimum
age is usually around six, and I’ve talked to guides who have taken 80-year-olds on canopy
tours!)The typical canopy tour works like this: A long metal cable is suspended between two tall
trees, both of which have elevated platforms next to the cable. While standing on a platform,
riders hook themselves onto the cable via a harness and pulley system, then zip to the next
platform at speeds ranging from 5 to 65 kph (3 to 40 mph). On some tours, the longest cables
stretch several kilometers. Most canopy tours offer a dozen or so cables, and trained guides
direct riders through each stage of the process.These days canopy tours are popular throughout
the world, but they were born right here in Costa Rica. In the 1980s scientists in Monteverde
used a cable and pulley system to study the forest canopy from above. In 1992 an enterprising
Canadian named Darren Hreniuk converted the setup into a multi-cable system that focused
more on speed than science, and the canopy tour was born. Within a few years canopy tours
had spread throughout Costa Rica, and canopy (pronounced “CAH-noh-pee”) had entered the
local lexicon.Over the past decade, intense competition has forced many canopy tour operators



into a kind of adrenaline arms race. No longer content with simply gliding through the trees, tour
operators began offering longer/faster cables and new adventures like the “Tarzan Swing,” a
giant pendulum that involves a brief free fall. The latest craze is the ability to “Fly Like Superman”
via a back harness that lets you zoom along the cables belly-down.In my opinion, the best
canopy tours are still found in Monteverde, where canopy tours originated. The rugged
mountains offer dramatic terrain and beautiful cloud forest scenery. But rest assured there are
great tours—and incredible scenery—throughout Costa Rica. In all but the most remote tourist
towns, there’s a good canopy tour nearby.CanyoningCosta Rica’s tropical climate and rugged
topography are perfect for canyoning (aka canyoneering), which involves descending steep,
water-filled canyons through a combination of hiking, scrambling, swimming and rappelling.
Most canyoning tours include dramatic waterfall rappels, and all involve getting dirty and wet. If
you’re an outdoor junkie looking to get up close and personal with the jungle, you’re going to love
canyoning.All canyoning tours descend canyons, but different operators use different rappelling
setups. Some use fixed rappelling platforms near waterfalls, while others rappel directly down
the face of a waterfall. Depending on the contours of the canyon, you’ll need to employ technical
footwork and/or down-climbing skills. Unlike canopy tours, where you simply strap in and hold on
tight, canyoning involves both physical and mental agility. Trained guides lead you safely down
the canyon, pointing out the best methods and easiest routes.If you’re planning on canyoning in
Costa Rica, it’s a good idea to bring some basic gear. The most important accessories are
closed-toed water shoes that drain easily and protect your feet. Sandals are useless, and open-
toed sport sandals don’t offer sufficient protection. Boots and sneakers are adequate, though
both get water-logged. Because you’ll get wet, it’s also a good idea to wear clothes made from
synthetic fibers, which dry far more quickly than cotton. Helmets and harnesses are provided by
tour operators.Costa Rica’s most popular canyoning tours are located in Arenal. Desafio
Adventures (2479-0020, ) leads descents down Lost Canyon, with four waterfalls ranging from 7–
70 meters (23–230 feet). Pure Trek Canyoning (2479-1313, ) leads descents down El Cacao
Canyon, which features four waterfalls ranging from 9–49 meters (30–160 feet).Costa Canyoning
(8880-9192, ) offers a terrific canyoning tour in Uvita in the Central Pacific, and Psycho Tours
(8353-8619, ) offers a great canyoning tour in Matapalo near the southern tip of the Osa
Peninsula.The rainy season, May–November, offers the best canyoning in Costa Rica thanks to
swollen waterfalls that add another layer of action and excitement. During the dry season many
waterfalls slow to a trickle. No matter when you go canyoning, however, expect to be treated to
some of Costa Rica’s most beautiful (and overlooked) scenery.HikingFrom high-elevation cloud
forests to coastal rainforests, Costa Rica is home to an incredible range of landscapes, and one
of the best ways to experience them is on foot. Spend some time strolling through the forest, and
you’ll likely encounter fascinating plants and animals that most people miss. Costa Rica’s best
hiking trails are found in national parks, which are scattered throughout the country.Costa Rica’s
most spectacular and challenging hiking destination is Chirripó, the country’s tallest peak.
Towering 3,820 meters (12,533 feet) above sea level, Chirripó’s rocky summit is reached via a



20-km (12.4-mile) trail that starts in the small town of San Gerardo de Rivas. As the trail heads
above tree line, it enters the páramo, Costa Rica’s coldest and most unusual ecosystem. A
rugged shelter near the summit offers overnight lodging.Another hiking highlight is Monteverde,
home to Costa Rica’s most famous cloud forest. Roughly 13 km (8 miles) of hiking trails
crisscross the misty Monteverde Reserve, and several nearby reserves offer additional hiking.
North of Monteverde lies Río Celeste and Rincón de la Vieja, both of which feature hiking trails
to beautiful waterfalls.The best hiking on the Pacific coast is found in Corcovado National Park,
which covers 40% of the Osa Peninsula. Two trails, one 19.5 km (12.1 miles) long and one 20
km (12.4 miles) long, head to a remote ranger station that offers overnight lodging in the heart of
the park. Both trails are long and physically demanding, but they offer some of the best wildlife
watching in Costa Rica.The Central Pacific’s most popular hiking destination is Manuel Antonio
National Park, where a network of good trails passes through lush rainforest en route to some of
Costa Rica’s most beautiful beaches. Another good hiking option, especially for birders and
wildlife watchers, is Carara National Park, located 23 km (12.4 miles) north of Jacó.On the
Nicoya Peninsula, the best hiking is at Cabo Blanco, near Santa Teresa and Montezuma.
Located at the southern tip of the peninsula, this reserve was one of the first protected areas in
Costa Rica, offering a mix of jungle, beaches and wildlife.On the Caribbean coast, Cahuita
National Park has an easy, 9-km (5.6-mile) trail that wraps around a beautiful peninsula
surrounded by beaches. A more challenging hiking trail passes through the rugged Gandoca-
Manzanillo Refuge, located southeast of Puerto Viejo.RaftingCosta Rica’s rugged mountains
and abundant rainfall create a country that’s literally overflowing with rivers. By some estimates,
only New Zealand has more rivers per square kilometer for a country of comparable size.
Unfortunately, most of Costa Rica’s rivers are too small to paddle, but a handful are big, beautiful
and filled with exciting whitewater. In addition to thrilling rapids perfect for rafting, Costa Rica’s
rivers are famous for lush, tropical scenery and world-class wildlife. There’s nothing like
splashing through a series of Class IV rapids, then spotting a toucan or poison dart frog.The
rafting highlight of Costa Rica is the Río Pacuare, which starts near the town of Turrialba and
flows north into the Caribbean. Over the course of 29 km (18 miles) it passes through exciting
rapids (Class III–IV) and some of the most beautiful river scenery in Costa Rica (left). Although
one-day trips are offered (pick-up and drop-off provided in San José), the best options are 2–3
day trips that include 1–2 nights at a riverside ecolodge. The Pacuare River Lodge (2225-3939, )
is the most luxurious option. Another good choice is Ríos Tropicales Lodge (2233-6455, ).The
region around Arenal is also great for river rafting. Nearby rivers include the Sarapiquí (Class II–
III), Balsa (Class II–III) and Toro (Class II–IV). Arenal’s best rafting outfitter is Desafio Adventures
(, 2479-0020).About 40 km (25 miles) southeast of Liberia, rafting trips depart the Rincón
Corobicí Restaurant for the Río Corobicí, a calm stretch of river alongside Palo Verde National
Park that’s great for wildlife watching. For more whitewater, check out the nearby Río Tenorio,
which offers thrilling Class III–IV rapids. Rafting trips on both the Tenorio and Corobicí are
offered by H2O Adventures (2777-4092, ).The Central Pacific is also home to a handful of fun



rivers near Manuel Antonio. The most thrilling is El Chorro, a narrow canyon that offers Class IV–
V rapids even in dry season. Gentler waves are found on the nearby Río Savegre and Río
Naranjo (Class III–IV). Tours are offered by Ríos Tropicales and Quepoa Expeditions
(2777-0058, ).No matter where you end up, the most exciting whitewater is always found from
June–November, Costa Rica’s rainiest months.Snorkeling & Scuba DivingCosta Rica is home to
one of the world’s most amazing dive sites: Isla Del Coco, which lies 540 km (335 miles) off the
southern Pacific coast. This stunning uninhabited island—the inspiration for Jurassic Park’s Isla
Nublar—is surrounded by a series of underwater seamounts that attract thousands of schooling
hammerhead sharks. Unfortunately, Isla del Coco is only accessible on 8–12 day boat trips that
cost $5,000–6,500.The waters off mainland Costa Rica are far less impressive. Visibility is the
main issue—tall mountains and abundant rain create lots of runoff—so don’t expect crystal clear
water close to shore. On the plus side, the nutrient-rich runoff attracts a number of “big game”
wildlife, including reef sharks, bull sharks, sea turtles, manta rays and even the occasional whale
shark. Although the Pacific coast boasts few coral reefs, if you’re a scuba aficionado there’s
plenty of interesting scenery worth checking out.The Pacific coast’s top dive site is Isla de Caño,
which lies 16 km (10 miles) offshore Drake Bay near the northern tip of the Osa Peninsula. The
island’s waters are home to some fun seamounts and a modest collection of coral reefs.The
Pacific coast’s second-best dive sites are located off the northern Nicoya Peninsula, near Playa
del Coco and Playa Flamingo Both towns are home to good dive shops that arrange daily trips to
the islands and seamounts lying just offshore.Costa Rica’s most impressive coral reefs are
located off the southern Caribbean coast. Cahuita National Park protects one of the country’s
largest coral reefs, which is open only to snorkelers accompanied by a local guide. South of
Cahuita, between Puerto Viejo and Manzanillo, there are several additional kilometers of coral
reefs lying offshore. As long as seas are calm, it’s easy to snorkel around these reefs on your
own. Local dive shops offer scuba trips to nearby underwater walls.SportfishingThe Tropical
waters offshore Costa Rica are home to world-class sportfishing. The Pacific coast is famous for
sailfish and marlin, which are classified as billfish due to the long, stiff bills protruding from their
heads. Sailfish (left) measure up to 3 meters (10 feet) long, weigh up to 100 kgs (220 pounds)
and swim up to 110 kph (68 mph)—the fastest recorded speed of any water creature. Marlin
come in several varieties, including blue, black and striped. Blue marlin measure up to 4.6
meters (15 feet) long and weigh up to 900 kg (2,000 pounds)! Both marlin and sailfish are prized
by anglers for their long, fierce fight.The Pacific coast’s excellent sportfishing results from
pockets of nutrient-rich water that lie 20–30 miles offshore. Peak sailfish season is January–April
for the Central and South Pacific, May–August for the Nicoya Peninsula. Peak blue marlin
season is November/December and March/April. All billfish sportfishing is catch-and-release in
Costa Rica, but popular catch-and-eat species include yellowfin tuna and dorado (mahi
mahi).Because boats consume lots of gas heading 20–30 miles offshore in search of sailfish
and marlin, offshore sportfishing trips are very expensive. Full-day charters generally cost
$1,000 or more. A less expensive option is inshore fishing for species such as roosterfish and



snapper.The Pacific coast’s most luxurious sportfishing destination is Los Sueños Marina in
Playa Herradura, which lies just north of Jacó in the Central Pacific. There’s also the new Marina
Pez Vela in Quepos, near Manuel Antonio. In the South Pacific, the top outfitter is Crocodile Bay
in Puerto Jiménez. There are also a handful of sportfishing boats that operate out of Golfito, a
gorgeous harbor on the eastern shores of the Golfo Dulce. In the north Pacific, the most popular
sportfishing destinations are Playa Flamingo and Playa del Coco.The Caribbean coast is famous
for tarpon, which grow up to 2.5 meters (8 feet) long and weigh up to 125 kg (280 pounds).
Another Caribbean favorite is snook, which grow up to 1.4 meters (4.5 feet) long and weigh up to
24 kg (53 pounds). Both are fierce fighting fish caught close to shore. The best months for tarpon
fishing are September and October. The Caribbean coast’s top fishing destination is Barra de
Colorado, a remote village near the Nicaraguan border that’s accessible by plane. There’s also
the small town of Parismina, located halfway between Tortuguero and Limón.SurfingWith two
coasts, 1,200 km (750 miles) of coastline and warm water year-round, Costa Rica is a surfer’s
paradise. There are nearly a dozen world-class surf breaks, most of which have hotels and
restaurants nearby that cater to surfers. Although Costa Rica is Central America’s top surf
destination, crowds are rarely a problem, and there are still plenty of remote beaches with great
waves. There are also some terrific surf camps offering lodging, meals and instruction.A
comprehensive surf guide is beyond the scope of this book, but I’ve done my best to include
some basic information about the country’s top surf spots. If you’re looking for a good surf guide,
check out The Surfer’s Guide to Costa Rica by Mike Parise and Robert Towner. Another good
guide is the Tiquicia Surf Map and Guide, which is locally produced and available at Costa
Rican surf shops.The Pacific coast contains the vast majority of Costa Rica’s top surf breaks.
The northern Pacific, which is dominated by the Nicoya Peninsula, is home to Witch’s Rock and
Ollie’s Point, Playa Grande, Playa Negra, Nosara and Santa Teresa. Farther south, the Central
Pacific’s top breaks are Playa Hermosa and Dominical. The south Pacific is famous for Pavones,
the world’s second-longest left, and there are also some good waves at Cabo Matapalo at the
southern tip of the Osa Peninsula. Over on the Caribbean coast, Puerto Viejo is home to , one of
the country’s most powerful and challenging waves.If you’re new to surfing and looking for good
beginner waves, head to Tamarindo or Nosara on the Nicoya Peninsula. In addition to gentle
waves and a mellow, beginner-friendly vibe, these beaches are home to some of the top surf
camps in Costa Rica. In the Central Pacific, Jacó offers good beginner waves, though
Dominicalhas better surf schools.The Pacific’s biggest swells arrive from the south from June–
October, which corresponds with the rainy season. From December-February, the northern
Pacific is blessed with powerful offshore winds, including the famous Papagayo Winds. Over on
the Caribbean coast, the best waves are found from December–April.For those of a literary bent,
Allan Weisbecker has written two popular memoirs about surfing in Costa Rica: In Search of
Captain Zero and Can’t You Get Along with Anyone?
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C. Ward, “Advice from a local: get this guidebook!. We moved to Costa Rica last year and we still
consistently use this guidebook to plan our adventures around the country. This guidebook is far
superior to the other 4 I have from larger brands - better photos, descriptions, and includes
places that some other guidebooks have somehow overlooked (AND that are some of my
favorite hikes or waterfalls to date). And that’s after living in Maui so that’s saying a lot ;-)”

Steven P. Spinella, “Good, but incomplete. Apparently his first guide book was for a park he
knew inside and out. I would not say he knows Costa Rica inside and out. What he knew was
communicated well and was accurate, but Costa Rica is a lot bigger than a single national park
in Maine, and I ended up finding this guidebook was not as helpful as I hoped, though what it
said was good, and that's why I bought it in the first place. For example, I wanted to visit
waterfalls, but the one we like the best didn't make the book, and the ones in the book were not
described as accurately as I could have hoped. But again, that's a lot of ground to cover, and I
was just in one part of one province for our two weeks in Costa Rica. Maybe there will be some
future editions that keep getting better!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic guidebook. Used this book to plan my recent trip to Costa Rica
and it was fantastic! The advice and recommendations were spot on. It is very hard to find good
travel resources such as this one that provide narrative and context instead of large lists of dry
info that can be looked up online anyway. The author is a great writer and the content hits the
perfect balance of being relatively comprehensive while also concise and readable. I read
through several location specific sections to plan our trip and I circled back and read all the
introductory chapters on language, culture, food, history, etc. on the plane ride there. This book
really enriched my trip to Costa Rica -- I hope the author writes books for other countries as well.”

tarek, “5 stars for including local guides!. Although it’s a bit bulky, I still give 5 stars for James for
including emails & phones of local guides! I don’t like to do tours with big tourist companies with
a big crowd! I love to have my own space & have all the money spent to go directly to guides
who don’t have big savings to rely on like the tourist companies, especially during covid
times.James, in your next edition to your book, please include as many local guides as possible!
Chapeau (-:”

AM, “Best book I’ve found on Costa Rica travel. I bought this book during a recent trip to the
Caribbean coast of Costa Rica because I wanted to learn more about the different parts of the
country, when to go, how to plan, what I might do there, etc. This book goes into the exact right
amount of detail on everything you need to know. No matter what your travel plans are for Costa
Rica, you won’t regret this purchase!”



Jeremy Jolly, “Good guide. Well written and un-pretentious. I like the style of this writer. He
seems like someone you'd want to grab a beer with or check out some new adventure with.It is a
good overall guide for many spots in Costa RIca and has nice photos throughout without making
it feel sparse. The book itself is well made and seems like it could withstand years of abuse.”

Em, “Excellent pre-visit reading. Feels like reading a travel blog in boom format. Really enjoyed it.
Lots of little insider tips and tidbits that aren't covered in standard travel guides, and written in a
really personable and enjoyable way.”

Georgie B, “Fantastic and insightful.. Good level of information in an easy and readable format.
Perfect to plan a fabulous trip!”

Alain Roy, “Excellent book. Lonely planet is an excellent book for travelling but this one is
different and complementary. People should buy both of them because this one covering others
aspects in more details.”

Jack, “very useful and relevant for entire country. it would be a perfect companion if it were
available as a downloadable electronic version with searchable maps, itinerary building
capabilities.”

The book by James Kaiser has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 355 people have provided feedback.
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